NEWS RELEASE

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE – March 2, 2024

Shooting Investigation at 7575 Broadway

Adams County, Colo. (Mar. 2, 2024):

Detectives are investigating a shooting at the 52eighty Sports Bar at 7575 Broadway in Denver.

On March 2nd, 2024, at approximately 8:34 PM, deputies responded to a ‘shots fired in progress’ call to the 52eighty Sports Bar located at 7575 Broadway. Upon arrival, deputies observed evidence of a shooting and contacted victims. A preliminary investigation immediately revealed that there were two victims with gunshot wounds. Those victims were transported to a local hospital. While investigating the active scene, another individual was found in the bar with a gunshot wound and was suspected to have been involved and taken into custody. A second suspect was found nearby, also with a gunshot wound, and taken into custody. A third victim with a gunshot wound was later identified. Due to both suspects being juveniles, the Sheriff's Office will not be releasing the names of those involved.

This is an ongoing investigation and currently there is no threat to the community.
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